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Preface·

Innovation in industry is a process that involves an enormous
amount of uncertainty, human creativity, and chance. It takes place
in small and large ways, and in some times and some places more
than in others. Over the years, scholars have observed patterns of
successful industrial innovation, but the identificatiollhof patterns
does not suggest that successful innovation is entirely predictable. These patterns do, however, indicate that relationships exist
between product and process changes, the state of evolution of an
industry, and the competitive climate faced by individual firms.
Understanding these relationships is crucial, both to the scholar,
who seeks keys to the general behavior of firms and their abilities
to innovate, and to the practicing manager, whose mission is to
plan and act.
This book attempts to develop a practical model of the dynamics of industrial innovation-a model with explanatory power for
the scholar, and action ideas for the manager. Clearly, this model
will not be generalizable to all settings, industries, cultures, and
times. Like all attempts to explain behavior, it is a creature of its
sources, which in this case are the American industrial experience
of the past 150 years, with a smattering of evidence from Europe
and Japan. It also draws primarily on products for which cost and
product performance are the commanding factors, rather than
those for which fashion, novelty, or advertising a~e important competitive variables. Within these limits, however, it should be readily apparent to the reader that innovation is conditioned by a firm's
vii
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competitive environment, technology, organization, and conscious
strategic choices. Every attempt has been made to clarify the
implications of the model for the practicing manager.
ORIGINS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Like all books, this one was much longer in the making than
in the writing, and'is the outcome of many influences. Years ago,
Professor Donald Marquis and I discussed an outline for a wideranging review of work on innovation and the management of
technology. Although our work was cut short by Don Marquis'
untimely death, we pursued differences between types of innovations, products, and processes, and differences in patterns of innovation among different industrial sectors. We concluded that firms
persisted in particular types of innovation, and that there were
striking differences between firms and between technologies and
. sectors. At the time, little was known and less could be stated to
explain these differences.
Further research on innovation was required to develop an
operational model to account for interfirm and interindustry differences. I began to develop such a model by looking at differences
in product innovation among firms and industries and attempting
to relate those differences to firms' explicit competitive strategies
for growth and competition. I expected to find that firms which
focused on customer perception of product performance would
emphasize product innovation, while those focusing on cost and
quality would emphasize process innovation.
This endeavor was largely fruitless until 1974, when I had the
good fortune to meet Professor William Abernathy, who was beginning his work on the dynamics of innovation in the production process and its relationship to product innovation. We immediately
saw that together we had the elements of understanding a complex
set of relationships linking a firm's products and process technologies to its competitive environment and organizational structure.
We continued to develop this dynamic theory of innovation, which
was reported in his book, The Productivity Dilemma.
I was also influenced and encouraged by another Harvard colleague, Richard S. Rosenbloom. He stressed the importance of
understanding differences between groups of cOll)peting firms in
the process of innovation. Professor Rosenbloom arranged for me
to teach his seminar at.the Harvard Business School for two years
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as visiting associate professor. Lacking that opportunity and his
generous and continuous encouragement, I doubt if this project
would have been staited"much less completed in its current guise.
Most important, the position at Harvard gave Bill Abernathy and
me the chance to work together while our ideas were in their formative stages.
When I left Harvard for a full-time position at MIT, I was
fortunate to receive half-time research support for two years from
the National Science Foundation to start gathering the industry
cases that form the basis of this work.! Dr. Alden Bean, who was
then head of the NSF's Policy Research and Analysis Division, Dr.
William Hetzner, and later Dr. David Roessner, who served as
project monitors, provided many ideas and much helpful criticism
as well as personal encouragement to me. In 1983 the project was
interrupted by a long period of administrative service to MIT when
I was given assignments to head a laboratory of the School of Engineering, a major research project, and then the Industrial Liaison
Program. I have been fortunate that, on my return to full-time
teaching and research in 1989, the new Leaders for Manufacturing
Program at MIT awarded me a term chair that afforded the chance
to pick up the research and writing tasks that finally resulted in this
work. I also appreciate help granted by MIT's new International
Center for Research in the Management of Technology for support
needed by Dr. Suarez for the completion of Chapter 2.
Most important, over my years at MIT three close colleagues,
the late Professor J., Herbert Hollomon, Professor Edward Roberts, and Professor Tom Allen have provided constant encouragement and help, without which I certainly would not have persisted
in the work.
Dr. Linsu Kim worked extensively with me in the early stages
of the project that led to this book. He classified a number of discontinuous innovations in the framework of hypotheses now seen
in Chapter 9, and also wrote a paper, not included here, on the
evolution of technology in the civil aircraft industry. Teresa
Costanza Nolet, under my guidance, analyzed first the flat glass
industry, starting with Scoville's seminal work, and later the rayon
industry, working mainly from primary sources. Dr. Fernando
Suarez helped develop Chapter 2 by expanding my original observations on the automobile, calculator, and transis,tor industries
to the other industries covered. Doctors Andre Ghirardi, Paul
Horwitz, and Jinjoo Lee, each working under my direction, pro-
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vide'd analyses of the evolution of products and processes in the
electrical equipment, machine tool, and synthetic rubber industries, respectively. These cases were helpful in developing the ideas
set out here, but again were· not included owing to the need for
brevity. Prof. James R. Bright first introduced me to the early MIT
studies of innovations and provided many helpful comments.
Later, I was fortunate to encounter a book by Professor
Burton Klein, entitled Dynamic Economics. Klein was pursuing
answers to the same questions but from a much different perspective. Looking at aggregates of firms competing in an industry, he
reached conclusions that were remarkably consistent with those that
Bill Abernathy and I were reaching. He provided a number of helpful comments with respect to the need to understand the implications of our work for the renewal of large, established corporations.
Al Lehnerd, currently with SteeICase, provided the details of
the Black & Decker experience with modular portable power tool
designs from his time there as leader of the project as well as much
helpful commentary on the model developed in the introduction
and Chapter 4. John Rydz generously checked his notes and records from his years at RCA to provide details on the cases of televisions and television picture tubes as given in Chapter 2. He also
provided many helpful comments on tile topic of innovation as a
basis for corporate renewal. Dr. George White gave a vivid firsthand account of his experiences at Xerox and a valuable critique
of the concept of a dominant design in Chapter 2. Dr. Jacob Goldman, who as vice president of research, development, and engineering at Xerox founded its Palo Alto Research Center, provided
valuable commentary on that experience as well as valuable ideas
related to many of the themes in this book.
Dr. Henry Montrey wrote his masters thesis, on the case of
oriented strand board replacing plywood, at MIT under my guidance. Similarly Allan Afuah analyzed the case of the massively
parallel supercomputer challenging von Neumann designs, while
Hidetaka Kai described and analyzed the personal computer industry. I thank each of them for the use of ideas and materials from
their research.
Dr. Dennis Oliver introduced me to the Pilkington Corporation and to Sir Alastair Pilkington. He not only arranged a tour of
the then most modern float glass plant in Europe, but also generously shared his own knowledge of its development as well as comments on Chapter 5.
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, Professor Clayton Christensen was extremely helpful in allowing me to use and re-analyze material from his doctoral dissertation
on the rigid disk drive industry, and thoughtful in providing comments not only on that case but also on the entire manuscript.
Professor Robert Stobaugh kindly gave permission to use ideas and
data from his ground-breaking book on innovation in the petrochemical industry in Chapter 6 and offered me much personal
support and encouragement. Professor JoAnne Yates helped with
materials and comments on Chapter 1. Professor Michael Rappa
generously helped me with the design of the manuscript sent out
for reviewers' comments and, in particular, drawing many of the
figures.
Professor Michael Thshman has been familiar with this work
from its beginning, first as a student in the doctoral seminar that I
taught with Bill Abern~thy at the Harvard Business School in 1975.
Later, when my intention was to publish the work as part of the
series edited by Thshman and Professor Andrew Van de Ven, he
provided extensive comments on the original manuscript. Tushman
and his associate Philip Anderson have built on my ideas, integrating them with the broader theory available in the social sciences,
and, more recently, extending Nolet's and my analyses of innovation in the glass and rayon industries to the cases of glass containers, cement, and minicomputers. I have in turn benefited from
their insights. Van de Ven also provided an extensive review of the
current manuscript as did Professor Donald Frey, each from a different perspective, for which I am most grateful.
. During the past two years Professors Richard Rosenbloom
arid Richard Nelson provided welcome opportunities for me to
present the work at their Sloan Foundation Seminars at Harvard
. JJniversity and Columbia, respectively, as well as written reviews
helpful personal comments which have greatly improved the
·Wc:wk. Professor Bengt Arne Vedin gave me an amazingly detailed
''''''.~L''':IULV of the manuscript, in particular of Chapter 8, based on his
)~X.tc:!tlsjv'e knowledge of the photographic industry, which helped
add' many ideas as well as correct some errors and inconsisChris Freeman of the Science Policy Research Unit

lt~StiS1;ex Unliv<~rsitv has been a constant source of inspiration and
l'fif~n{'i·f(,,. my work since its beginning, as have I;>rofessors Keith

Rothwell, and Will Walker. Professor Will Mitchell
}(yrht:v'llUabl.e suggestions during a seminar at the University of
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Michigan, as did Professor Steven Klepper of Carnegie-Mellon.
Klepper also sent me an extensive and helpful technical review.
While I have tried to take all of their comments into account, I have
not been able to do so in all cases, and any errors in the final text
are my own.
When I agreed to publish this work through the Harvard Business School Press I had the great good fortune to have Richard
Luecke as its editor. In many respects Luecke should be credited
as co-author, as he constantly argued for brevity and clarity. He
gathered additional research materials for all of the cases and
checked facts and data for me. We debated and rewrote each of
the chapters for clarity and consistency. His hand is particularly
evident in Chapters 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8. Finally, 'Carol Franco, as
acquisitions editor for the Harvard Business School Press, helped
me believe from the beginning that there really was a book, a story
worth telling in my work. She kept the final goal in view even when
reviewers' comments were occasionally discouraging and during
the long periods when I was caught up in administrative assignments. I thank all of these friends, especially Dick and Carol, for
their unstinting help and encouragement.
This book is dedicated to the memory of William J. Abernathy. To the very end of his life Abernathy's concern was with his
family and colleagues, and with scholarship having the potential
to make industry more productive and innovative. Typically Bill
helped the rest of us see things in new ways, to widen our vision.
He was able to bring disparate, sometimes contradictory, facts
together to reveal fresh insights and relationships. His many original ideas set the stage for research that has led us to a deeper and
more powerful structure for thinking about and managing industrial
innovation. No one book could possibly build on all of Bill's many
important contributions, but I am deeply grateful for the help he
gave me in starting this project. I hope that in it I have managed to
capture some of his creative insights as well as my own and to
make them fresh and clear for others.
Note
1. National Science Foundation, Division of Policy Research and Analysis grant
No. PRA 76·82054 to the Center for Policy Alternatives at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
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A walk around the MIT neighborhood in Cambridge, Massachusetts today reveals a neighborhood stunningly different from the
one I first encountered as a graduate student 25 years ago. In 1970,
the area was truly derelict, a clutter of boarded-up buildings, all
relics of New England's heyday as the center of American manufacturing. Today, many of those buildings house new companies
that have crawled like hermit crabs into the abandoned shells of
the industrial past. The American Twine building is now home to
a laser printer company. An old piano factory has become an incubator for new software companies. Just across the street is the
headquarters of Lotus Corporation, an icon of the software industry; The Biltrite factory that made shoe soles and heels has been
razed to make room for one of several new biotechnology compapies in town. Names like Biogen, Genzyme, and Repligen are seen
buildings here and there, while a gleaming new MIT biology
is being completed where the Carr division of TRW
:j~S; i . orlee stamped out metal fasteners for the auto industry.
Today, a few pounds of glass fiber can carry the telephone
>\.ia.l11~A.fii:U once required a ton of copper cable made by the Simplex
yY~ite a.nd Cable Company, whose buildings have been replaced by
park. In this same neighborhood, during the 1940s,
:A'I~se:a:rc;hen and engineers of the newly formed Raytheon
'HP'(t"Y created miniature vacuum tubes for proximity fuses, a
~§.!)ij~llo~~yt:hatdc~cildeclh influenced the outcome of World War II.
in the same building explore ways to develop
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the ocean's resources, while the staff of MIT's Industrial Liaison
Program, which I led for five years, work to transfer current
research findings to productive commercial uses.
The new and growing companies around this part of Cambridge and places like it testify to the notion that technological
change, broadly considered, contributes as strongly to economic
-growth and wealth creation as do the traditional factors of production: labor and capital. Such was the conclusion of Robert Solow,
whose office is nearby.l Though Solow's findings earned him the
Nobel Prize in economics, few industrial leaders have heard of
him, and one suspects that even fewer would act on his findings.
Instead, today's corporate managers and directors seem more
obsessed than ever with producing short-term results, with reducing staffs, with closing plants and streamlining current businesses.
Research and engineering are viewed more as costs than as investments in the future. Few scientists or engineers are found in boardrooms or in the top ranks of corporations.
As the industrial giants of our time struggle to reinvigorate
themselves through downsizing, reengineering, joint ventures, and
other prescriptions, the importance of technological innovation has
not been adequately addressed. Innovation is at once the creator
and destroyer of industries and corporations. Over the years, new
technologies have made industrial giants out of many upstart firms,
invigorated older ones that were receptive to change, and swept
away those that were not. Today, when competitiveness hinges on
the ability to develop or adapt new technologies in products, services, and processes, understanding the dynamics of industrial
innovation and change is essential for survival and success. The
purpose of this work is to clarify the importance of technological
change in the course of enterprise, both as a creative force in the
growth of corporations, and as a destructive force making those
same corporations vulnerable to competitors.
Traditionally, the growth and survival of firms have been studied indirectly through the economics of business cycles. Only
recently have they been the focus of more direct study by researchers in strategy and population ecology applied to organizations.
Strategy researchers point to linkages between survival, financial
strength, and the timing of firms' entry into the marketplace. Advocates of population ecology argue that the survivability of organizations is affected by the population density of firms at the time of
their founding and by the size and growth of the markets they
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addtess. This book examines the role of technological evolution
and innovation in shaping the destinies of industries and firms. It
sees these explanations as complementary, each strengthening the
other. Its goal is to address a number of important problems that
puzzle managers and researchers, and to provide a framework for
thinking about the important issues of technology, innovation,
and industrial change. Issues addressed in this book include the
following:
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• The role of innovation in industrial competition
• The sources of industry-shattering innovations
• The relationship between product and process innovation in
the cycle of industry development and competition, with special attention to the differences between assembled products
(such as automobiles and typewriters) and nonassembled or
homogeneous products (such as rayon and glass)
• The behavior of established firms when a radical innovation
invades a stable industry
• The habits of mind and strategy that so often prevent today's
dominant firms from bridging from the product technologies
of the present to those of the future
• How firms can successfully renew their competitiveness as
one generation of technology succeeds another

,

Large firms impress us as durable and persistent features of
the economic landscape for obvious reasons; they have greater
resources and the forward momentum of established products and
. customers to carry them through times of distress and mismanage~IU;;"". But in the longer term, survival concerns even the largest
. Examine a list of the largest U.S. firms over any
Elpplre~;iable time span, and you will see a surprising degree of
L·ltl()Ve~m(~nt: many of what were once the biggest, best financed, and
g~''''''l professionally managed have slid from the top ranks. Others
.h""pgropped off the lists entirely. Still others, previously small or
'~,I}6p.existl~nt, have risen to displace them. Many of the newcomers
;~{wete.LV''''.''u around semiconductors, software, supercomputers,
!lCr bl~)tl;:chlllology--te'chli1010giies· that few would have imagined a
~P-!~.ti:lti9'n ago. And many long-term survivors, such companies as
)JgrOJ.a·Emd Hewlett-Packard, have so altered their products and
~~);lyi.ng technologies that they would be unrecognizable to the
~!I',~;Veler from even 30 years ago.

t:
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The broader concerns of firm competitiveness and survival
were not as compelling when natlonal markets were largely selfcontained. That is all changed today. Loss of market share and
industrial competence by one domestic producer more than likely
represents a gain by some foreign producer, resulting in a transfer
of economic benefits across borders, with devastating effects on
employment, its suppliers, and the economic vitality of entire cities
and regions. Equally, firms must seek opportunities for expansion
in international markets. This means that products must be originally designed with the idea of global appeal and cost-value leadership in mind. This new fact of life has heightened interest by
scholars, managers, government, and the public in the forces that
lead to the competitiveness and survival of firms, industries, and
nations.
My purpose here is to view technology neither as a given nor
in isolation, but in terms of its necessary place within and linkages
to other aspects of the firm. Here, competitiveness is viewed as a
systemic issue, rather than as a consequence of weakness or
strength of one component or another. I plan to look at a number
of products and industries as they have developed over time, moving from the particular to the general, to see whether we can begin
to understand the process of innovation and its importance to business in a larger and dynamic context.
A LONG· TERM PERSPECTIVE AS A
BASIS FOR UNDERSTANDING

The process of innovation in industry is fascinating in its complexity, particularly when described in concert with the inventors,
entrepreneurs, and industry builders who are its catalysts. Both are
here described in a number of extended cases-short histories,
really-of industries in the midst of innovation and change. I hope
that these cases will render the essential ideas about innovation,
competition, and corporate survival in more tangible form. The
industries treated in the cases are viewed over very long periods,
making it possible to identify patterns of change that would be
missed by standing too close to the subject.
The first of our extended cases begins in 1874, two years
before the centennial of the United States. Other cases have even
earlier origins. Far from being curious and unfamiliar, the study of·
events of over 100 years ago casts new light on today's develop-
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menfs and provides foundations for understanding the present in
cases as diverse as the personal computer, refrigeration, and electronic imaging. Science and enterprise in late nineteenth-century
Europe and America were in many ways as dynamic as they are in
our own time. In his book Head To Head, Lester Thurow reaches
the same conclusion, noting that leadership, investment, and creativity in production and product development must be aligned as
they were in the last century if American firms are to build and
sustain competitive success. 2
The purpose for presenting the extended cases and related
scholarship is to explain how innovations enter and transform
industries, to examine why managers so often respond in ways that
ensure their ultimate failure, and to suggest strategies for mastering
innovation as a force for corporate renewal.
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A MODEL OF PRODUCT AND PROCESS INNOVATION
From 1975 to 1978, William Abernathy and I published several
articles that laid out a model of the dynamics of innovation in
industry.3 This model, shown here as Figure 1-1, hypothesizes that
the rate of major innovation for both products and processes fol-
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lows a general pattern over time, and that product and process
innovation share an important relationship.
As the figure indicates, the rate of product innovation in an
industry or product class is highest during its formative years. This
is a period called the "fluid phase," during which a great deal of
experimentation with product design and operational characteristics takes place among competitors. A good example of the fluid
phase is found in the early years of the automobile industry, when
a bewildering variety of machines-including electric and steamdriven cars-emerged from the workshops of dozens of manufacturers. Each hoped to capture the allegiance of the public with a
novel new design and driver amenities; the great product varietyof this period makes design innovation in the modern auto age
seem sterile by comparison. During this fluid period of high product innovation, much less attention is given to the processes by
which products are made, so the rate of process innovation is significantly less rapid.
The period of fluidity, according to the model, typically gives
way to a "transitional phase" in which the rate of major product
innovation slows down and the rate of major process innovations
speeds up. At this point, product variety begins to give way to
standard designs that have either-proven themselves in the marketplace as the best form for satisfying user needs, or designs that
have been dictated by accepted standards, by legal or regulatory
constraints. As the form of the product rapidly becomes settled,
the pace of innovation in the way it is produced quickens. Again
the auto industry provides an example, as the imaginative designs
of the early auto age gave way to a set of fairly standard designs in
which the form and features of the automobile achieved a measure
of uniformity. By this time auto companies had developed a set of
technologies and the driving public had developed a set of expectations that together essentially defined the modern automobile. At
the same time, great progress was being made in the ability of firms
to manufacture automobiles at lower cOst.
Some industries enter what Abernathy and I described as a
"specific phase," in which the rate of major innovation dwindles
for both product and process. These industries become extremely
focused on cost, volume, and capacity; product and process innovation appears in small, incremental steps.
Naturally, not all industries or products pass through these
tidy phases, but over the years the model has proven valuable in
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explaining the pace of innovation as a factor of industrial competition over periods of time. The Abernathy-Utterback model has
found a place in the growing literature on this important subject
and on the subject of corporate strategy as well. This book will
revisit the subject of industrial innovation from the vantage point
of more than a decade of scholarship and with broader evidence.
We now understand much better, for example, the importance of
technological "discontinuities" in reshuffling the deck of competition and industrial leadership. A key observation drawn from a
IOO-year perspective is the extent to which industries experience
waves of innovation interspersed with periods of stability and consolidation. When a wave of radical innovation sweeps across an
industry, by definition it renders one or more existing technologies
obsolete, and the firms with products and internal capabilities
bound up by those existing technologies must either get aboard the
new one or expect to be swept away or relegated to some new role
in the industry. In later chapters I will show how so many established firms fail to switch to new technologies and why that switch
is so difficult.
Finally, this book forms a connection between the study of
technological innovation and more recent understandings of organizationallearning and the core competencies that make it possible·
for established firms to bridge the discontinuities caused by technological change. To avoid the grim reaper that has carried off so
many proud and prosperous firms over the past century, modern
,m:malgelfs must develop and nourish organizational capabilities that
carry them successfully from one generation of product and
·procc~ss technology to the next. This may be the ultimate managechallenge.
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>unarlter I is the first of five extended cases. It traces the
!~Vlelo]pment of the typewriter, a commonplace device today but a
l~ty(!116usly useful innovation in the late nineteenth century. This
.M"·);'c~"'l ~esc'ripe the development of the typewriter from existing
~HV"\,Jel!,," and mechanical systems of the 1870s, the rise of a
nhi'.r'"f alternative designs, and the eventual appearance of a
QeS,I'~:n of the machine and keyboard layout. The course
.Qe'velcJprnerlt is analyzed through several waves of in~IJ:'-;namely, the age of electric typewriters, and the early
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period of computer-based word processors-both of which have
dramatically changed the industry.
Many of the themes to be explored later in detail surface
in Chapter 1. For example, .established firms must occasionally
attempt to renew and diversify their core businesses rather than
simply improve and expand their well-established products. A
drive for renewal is often stimulated by external pressures. In this
case-and as we will see later, in many other cases-the first
appearance of a new product led to many imitations by both established firms and new entrants. Each new entry and product offering
may be thought of as an experiment that results in feedback or data
from the marketplace, leading to rapid progress in the development
of the new product. At first an innovation such as the typewriter
may be almost entirely a combination of design elements tried out
in earlier uses or prototypes. As the market grows, greater emphasis will usually be given to development of components tailored
especially for the product itself. Ultimately these may be synthesized into a model that includes most features and meets most user
requirements, a model we have termed a "dominant design."
Chapter 2 develops an important concept raised in the story
of the typewriter industry, the creation of a dominant design. This
concept is underpinned by a rich body of academic literature and
managerial experience. William Abernathy and I introduced the
concept of a dominant product design and suggested that its occurrence may alter the character of innovation in a firm and an industry.4 A dominant design usually takes the form of a new product
synthesized from individual technological innovations introduced
independently in prior product variants, A dominant design has the
effect of enforcing or encouraging standardization so that production or other complementary economies can be sought. Then effective competition begins to take place on the basis of cost and scale
as well as of product performanc~.
Dominant design milestones ~an be identified in many product
lines. The sealed refrigeration u'pit for home refrigerators and
freezers is one example; anotheI\ is the advent of the Douglas
DC-3, which effectively established the commercial aircraft industry. The standard diesel locomotive used by the railroad industry
is a third example. Many others are examined throughout the
book.s The many features implicit in a dominant design often result
in a drastically reduced number of performance requirements to be
met by a product .. Once such a design is accepted it can have a
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.
profound impact both on the direction and rate of further technical
advance and on the structure of competition.
Chapter 3 studies the development of the incandescent electric light and the early lighting industry from the perspective of
product innovation. It continues our exploration of the relationships between innovation and its impact on competitive success .
Here we observe that successive waves of change occur within an
industry. Incandescent lighting through carbon filament electric
lamps displaced gas lighting and was itself later displaced by metal
filament lamps. These in turn were challenged by fluorescent lighting, which is challenged today by various new designs for highly
efficient lamps. Later cases will show how waves of innovation are
a recurring pattern as new technology enters an industry.
It is essential that we understand the linkages of product technologies with manufacturing process, corporate organization and
strategy, and the structure and dynamics of an industry. Lacking
balance and integration among all essential factors meaIls that by
investing heavily in one area, a firm could allow its competitors to
exploit the new product or process technology first. Focusing on
manufacturing (or on product development, or on finance) alone is
wholly insufficient. Product design for manufacture, change in
organization, and appropriate strategy are also prerequisites for
competitive strength. By the same token, potential for product
;~i~f:f2F:c . :j:l~:Il1(,t,{ation and competitiveness depends increasingly on ability
in manufacturing processes. Chapter 4 revisits the
);5> o.ynam.1cs of the innovation model (see Figure 1-1), describing it
.c.,···:anl[lsupporting scholarship in detail. The implications for firms in
e.a,chofits several stages are discussed.
A great number of the examples of innovation examined here
"'r1'.:~ Other works involve assembled products such as typewriters
!)J.(M(~le1vision sets, automobiles and electric lamps. Nonassembled
{t.",,,v.'''''' ",U...,ll as chemicals and materials have received relatively
!.~j;a~ten1ti011, but understanding them from the perspective of
l:V:fI'tiolll is required for our purposes. Chapter 5 considers devel~~I!.t~:•. ·~HlIlll the plate glass manufacturing industry, which has
·a.dramatic reduction of process steps and an equally
JIG In(::rease in efficiencies over the past century as a result
;sf1ud}r;of the glass 'industry leads naturally into Chapter 6,
~~irWlies thle innovation differences and similarities between
~i!~~tid :ll<masse:mt)led products. The work of John Enos
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and Robert Stobaugh on the petrochemical industry, I.A. Allen's
study of polyethylene, Daniel Hollander's evaluation of DuPont
rayon operations, and others are used to enrich our understanding
of process industries and the roles of breakthrough and incremental
innovation.
In assembled products, a dominant design incorporating many
of the performance requirements needed in the product may be
reached after a long period of experimentation in both manufacture
and use of the product. This idea appears to hold as well for nonassembled products. However, because nonassembled products
contain fewer diverse materials than do assembled products, there
is a more concentrated focus of technological effort and experimentation in the production process, which goes through similar
periods of variation and experimentation, resulting in what might
be called an enabling technology. This enabling technology incorporates many of the elements needed in a continuous production
process and allows the focus of technological effort to shift to process improvement rather than process innovation and design.
For assembled products, process innovation usually takes the
form of automation, which appears first as islands of automation
and progresses through their linkage via materials transfer and
other mechanisms. This phenomenon occurs much more dramatically in the production of nonassembled products. Here, process
innovations often eliminate entire manual and automated steps
of production, ultimately converging on a continuous process of
production. This phenomenon in nonassembled product lines
appears to be linked not to product change but to major equipment
innovations, often those that combine in one step operations previously done in two or three separate steps. Since the separate
steps may have been done in separate productive units, their combination in a new process requires a new organizational form.
Chapter 7 describes the invasion of a stable business by a radical innovation. What are the liJ<:ely sources of such an invasion?
What are usual consequences? And how should established firms
respond? Here we consider another extended case, that of the natural ice industry which, after years of growth and the enrichment
of many in New England, was fatally undermined by the innovation of mechanically made ice. The difficulties faced by firms
whose fortunes are based on technology under attack is here examine~. The pattern of response to attack is too often contrary to
long-term survival. The period of technological turbulence caused
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by the invading innovation is a challenge that calls for a bold
response by established firms. More often than not, however, the
boldness comes from upstart firms with no standing in the industry
in change.
Chapter 8 continues the earlier discussion of the power of
innovation in the creation of an industry and a growing market.
Here the focus is on the evolution of an industry-photographyin which innovation in both product and process technology were
key factors in eventual success. George Eastman grew up in the
age of glass plate photography but revolutionized the industry with
his successful development of photosensitive rolls of celluloid film.
This innovation fundamentally altered the picture-taking business,
changing the construction of cameras and the way pictures were
developed and creating a huge world market for amateur photography. It also opened the way for a rewarding collaboration with
Thomas Edison in the development of cinematography. The chapter reinforces and enlivens many lessons for the practicing manager
with respect to innovation and industrial change: waves of technological innovation, the linkage of product and process innovation, and the importance of "systems" in creating a market.
Chapter 9 draws together some of the lessons of earlier chapters and academic research to consider the relationship between
the behaviors and strategies of firms with respect to technological
innovation and long-term survival. Central to this discussion are
the technological discontinuities created by innovations and their
on the competencies that sustain established firms.
'~i;j£!< 'SoIDle of these discontinuities are shown to be compatible with a
existing capabilities, while others fly in the face of existing
.stn~ng:ths, requiring neW skills and methods that established firms
.yltlreenner incapable or unwilling to master. A broader analysis of
.,,;.jenf'.. cases is provided to determine the source of discontinuities in
;.iNro').r!!. __ and process industries. In brief, established, dominant
Fit.nn""rp more attracted to incremental innovations than to radical

s
'f·'''<'''Y, Chapter 10 addresses the perennial management issue
t
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corporations can renew their technology, products, and
¢~issesasabasis for continued competitive vitality. The struggle
in industry is unceasing and is characterized by a conlJ!gsel;les of challenges-usually at points of technological dis"111~·YIJl "generations" oftechnology. Only a small percentage
SlJcc~:ed in meeting anyone of these tests. And those that
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survive one test must be prepared to face a succession of others.
Here managers are advised to increase the quality and robustness
of the product architectures that are the foundation of their product
families and to extend their core competencies across the discontinuities that periodically appear.
Findings in fields as diverse as the history of technology, corporate strategy, and the dynamics of innovation have reached a
common and disturbing conclusion. An unhappy by-product of
success in one generation of technology is a narrowing offocus and
vulnerability to competitors championing the next technological
generation. If these findings are correct, then we are in the midst
of a period of great peril for established but highly focused firms
that may be swept away by the opening of many new fields of commercial endeavor for which they are ill equipped. Even if we do
not accept such a dramatic thesis, there are many reasons for pessimism about the future of today's dominant competitors. Commodity products are being challenged by more highly engineered
and tailored designs on every front. Long-accepted products and
operations are increasingly open to safety and environmental concerns.
Failure to innovate is a prime source of business failure. During periods of revolutionary change, nearly all established competitors fail. But during periods of evolutionary change, most growing
firms also fail to master change. In either case firms seem to fait'by
learning the lessons of survival in the short term too well. Must
failure be the norm, or will understanding the dynamics of product
and process change help managers find ways to create success
instead? Failing firms are remarkably creative in defending their
entrenched technologies, which often reach unimagined heights of·
elegance in design and technical performance only when their
demise is clearly predictable.
A BROADER PERSPECTIVE

The method pursued to create this book has been to study a
number of industries producing diverse products from their birth
to their demise and possibly their rebirth or re-creation in an
entirely new guise. The emphasis of the underlying research has
been to examine primarily the details of product and process
change with attention to organizational, economic, and market factors as well whenever practical. Though events in countries other
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than the United,States are covered in several parts of the book, the
emphasis has been primarily on the origins and development of
industries here. Similarly, my viewpoint has been that of the "productive unit" engaged in competition in a particular market segment rather than that of a multidivisional corporation engaged
in myriad markets. Thus I have looked at entry into and exit
from particular market segments, which often-but certainly not
always-corresponds with the birth or death of a firm as a whole.
This approach, working from details to generalities, from technology to all other factors, and from local to global events, has
obvious biases and limitations. The study itself started with a relatively narrow focus in time and variables and grew in scope as I
realized how unsatisfactory a limited coverage would be. Through
the work, I have come to appreciate just how interconnected a system the process of innovation is and how intimately it is tied to the
firm and influences its fortunes. It is this understanding that the
cases and analyses in Mastering the Dynamics of Innovation are
meant to convey.
Yet the approach taken in the study is not exactly the
approach I would repeat, given what has been learned from this
work and others in recent years. What are the unique characteristics of the few firms that survive the "winds of creative destrucWould the conclusions change if the study examined a
'''i'Ulll-'l'' of more diversified corporations? Would the conclusions
if the work had a broader international and global texture?
two outstanding recent studies take a broader view
i.,~ll(\.resoniate with this more narrowly focused work.
Business historian Alfred Chandler in 1990 completed a moni,jJl1nerltal work, Scale and Scope: Dynamics of Industrial Capitalhe examines the world's 200 largest manufacturing enterl))llses. firms accounting for some two-thirds of world industrial
from the 1880s through the 1930s. 6 Chandler contends that
.wli,et1m we look at chemicals and electrical equipment in the
and 1890s, motor vehicles in the 1920s, or computers today,
3",,,,,', pattern recurs. The dominant companies are those whose
and senior executives understood ... the logic of manathat is, the dynamic logic of growth and competiIQ~(lhat,dri'ves modern industrial capitalism. 7
.

.

a focus rather different from Chandler's, starting
~~lteiof companies that rush into an industry at its begin-
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nings. However, I find that only a few survive, those that adopt a
so-called dominant design at a fortuitous time and then shift their
attention to process integration and large-scale production. My
conclusion seems in harmony with Chandler's major findings. He
cautions that scale is not always an unalloyed good, particularly
when a firm loses its bearings and drifts from the technological
underpinnings and intimate understanding of related businesses
that lead to its major success. I emphasize the dangers inherent in
large sc~le, which often leads to overemphasis on tending the current well-established business, a lack of entrepreneurial dynamism,
and vulnerability to innovative competitors.
In his most recent and most comprehensive work, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, Michael Porter has studied the
national attributes that foster competitive advantage in particular
industries. His massive research addresses more than 100 industries in 10 countries in a sample designed to cover as wide a range
of differences as possible. Porter postulates that sustained productivity growth, in his view the most pertinent measure of national
competitiveness, requires that a nation continually upgrade its
economy. 8 This occurs when firms raise product quality, improve
features and functions, improve product technology and performance, or improve production processes. Moreover,
a nation's firms must also develop the capabilities required to compete in more and more ·sophisticated industry segments, where
productivity is generally higher. At the same time an upgrading
economy is one which has the capability of competing successfully
in entirely new and sophisticated industries. 9

In essence Porter seeks to determine how valuable skills and technology are created by firms in a region. The evidence leads him to
conclude that the process of creating comparative advantage is
more stable than one might imagine and that the creation of advantage remains nationally and even regiomilly based, despite widen. ing international competition and the increasing presence of multinational firms in the world economy. Porter concludes in part that
"innovations shift competitive advantage when rivals either fail to
perceive a new way of competing or are unwilling or unable to
respond," and that "possibilities for new ways of competing usually grow out of some discontinuity or change in industry structure," often created by new technologies or by new demands that
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bring' existing technologies to market in new combinations and
forms. 10 Porter finds that "often innovators are 'outsiders' ... to
the existing industry," and that "where innovators are large firms,
they were often new entrants to the industry from an established
position in another industry." Finally, "a firm's ability to sustain
its success is most likely a result of constant innovation to adapt
to changing circumstances."11 Despite a much different sample and
approach, these conclusions are remarkably similar to those drawn
in the following chapters.
This book argues that innovation is a central determinant of
longer-run success and failure for manufacturing firms. Moreover,
most industry-shattering innovations do not spring from the established competitors in an industry but from new firms or from established firms entering a new arena. This is tr:!1e even though such
radical innovations often are seen to be based on the synthesis of
well-known technical information or components, occur step by
step, and exist in embryonic form for many years before they
become commercially significant. One reason for the lethargy of
well-established competitors in a product market in the face of
potentially disruptive innovation is that they face increasing constraints from the growing web of relationships binding product and
process change together. At the start of production of a new product,general-purpose equipment, available components, and highly
. ,skilled people may suffice to enter the market. As both product and
market increase in sophistication more specialization is generally
c~;c,;,Cc.' .
in equipment, components, and skills. Thus change in one
the product, requires changes throughout the whole sysof materials, equipment, methods, and suppliers. This may
;'itrll:\ke changing much more onerous and costly for the established
;cillfm than for the new entrant. Porter makes the further point that
ewcolm' ers are outside the system of social constraints and may
,~lless aware or less concerned about the disruptive nature of the
",l1~;~" lUiell they promote to the existing web of mutual obligam~ ,,,,,n understood limits.
,Q.,(JC1IU:IU emphasized in the cases in this study is the degree
'i'c"~", powerful competitors not only resist innovative threats,
~c~l'''~lJ'y resist all efforts to understand them, preferring to fur¢I,'llttellch their positions in the older products. This results in
~eibf.Plroductiviltv and performance that may take the old techunhelird-of heights. But in most cases this is a sign of

ng q~:atJl.12
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How is it that a large and powerful firm can respond with great
creativity in its defense while rarely exhibiting the creativity
required to embrace the new and abandon the old? Aftersifting the
evidence we believe this is primarily the result of the habits of
mind, commitments and strategy, or patterns of behavior of the
organization's elite. Perhaps it is only human to defend the known
and resist the unknown, a point that has been made by students of
fields as diverse as history, psychology, and the philosophy of science. Change does not come easily to human societies, and there
is no reason to expect the societies we call firms to behave differently. What is often astonishing is the degree to which the same
societies, the same collections of people who behave so defensively toward radical change in its first appearance, can pull
together and perform remarkable feats of courage and creativity
when mortally threatened. This finding leads us to the conclusion
that to sustain its success and renew its products, the firm must
focus not on the products but on the people involved! James Brian
Quinn puts this well in "The Intelligent Enterpri::;e" when he looks
at the renewal of the firm as a whole based on its portfolio of
human resources. Quinn claims, and I agree, that "looking beyond
mere product lines to a strategy built around core intellectual or
service competencies provides both a rigorously maintainable strategic focus and long-term flexibility." 13 This is the most important
point on which Chandler, Porter, Quinn, and the present work converge, and it is the subject of the concluding chapter.
Notes
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continues with large investments in coordinated global investments in manufacturing, marketing, and distribution. Chandler shows that those companies
that first made such investments, those he describes as "first movers" quickly
dominated their industries and continued to do so for decades. He concludes
that "geographic expansion was usually based on economies of scale, while
moves into related product markets more often rested on economies of scope.
In both cases, however, organizational capabilities ... provided the dynamic
for continuing growth" (p. 133).
Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations (New York: The
Free Press, 1990), p. 6.
Ibid., p. 7.
Ibid., pp. 4S-47. Innovation is defined broadly by Porter to include both
improvements in a technology and better methods and ways of doing things.
In his terms it can be manifested in product changes, process changes, new
approaches to marketing, new forms of distribution, and new conceptions of
scope (p. 4S).
Ibid., p. 6S.
Only rarely does the struggle of old ways against impending death drive the
new from the market. Ironically, one of the defenses of the old against the
new involves its adoption and incorporation, but in a defensive rather than an
offensive posture. Examples include the steaming sailing ship, super sterilization of still refrigerated milk, film cameras stuffed with electronics to
improve amateur picture-taking quality, and serial supercomputers with limited added-in parallel-processing capabilities.
James Brian Quinn, "The Intelligent Enterprise: A New Paradigm," Academy of Management Executive, vol. 6, no. 1 (1992), p. SO.

